
The ideas that are not
afraid to be different



Whether we’re launching something new or modifying what’s next, we assist busi-
nesses of all sizes adapt to an ever-changing digital world.  There are no major dis-
closures or candle lighting events to keep things agile, We simplify things as much as 
possible, but not much more. Our experts are still young but have experience in every 

service we do and can get you ideas that fit your thinking.

The perfect equation of ideas

01. Brain Storming

We believe in minimalism, therefore 
we keep our brainstorming to a basic 
point in order to see a concept's maxi-
mum potential.

02. Design Process

We work hard to transform an idea 
into something tangible after every 
discussion, which is why the design 
process is always on our road to be 
transparent with each client.

03. Development

Every idea requires a development 
process, and we take major steps to 
develop the idea in order to turn every 
project into a reality.

04. Final Result

We need a final step after each road, 
and our major goal is always to pro-
duce something that sticks in every-
one's mind.



We make sure everything we do is as good as it can possibly be. We’ve always been proud 
to produce hard working creative, but now more than ever, we’re asking ourselves how we 
can give our lovely clients stronger, simpler and sharper work. And when you keep asking 
questions, you keep getting better. We’ve invested in, and expanded our experienced, 
award-winning team, opened our minds and rolled up our sleeves to produce creative work 

that people love to see.

We have services for your idea

 Branding 
We build powerful brands with a 
clear vision of the future. It begins 
with inspired insights that become 
the foundation of our work. 

 UX Design 
Our team of UX experts supports 
you to design effective experiences 

since the new millennium. 

Web Dev
You may have an idea of what you 
want your website to look like, but 
it’s only as effective as how it oper-

ates and functions. 



+100
Completed Projects

18 k+
Customer Generated

+5
Internal Project

Achievements of our experts



Whether we’re launching something new or modifying what’s next,
we assist businesses of all sizes adapt to an ever-changing digital world.

+212 - 708 121 367 hello@stillup.io www.stillup.io


